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Abstract: Visible light optical coherence tomography (OCT) theoretically provides finer
axial resolution than near-infrared OCT for a given wavelength bandwidth. To realize this
potential in the human retina in vivo, the unique technical challenges of visible light OCT
must be addressed. We introduce three advances to further the performance of visible light
OCT in the human retina. First, we incorporate a grating light valve spatial light modulator
(GLV-SLM) spectral shaping stage to modify the source spectrum. This enables comfortable
subject alignment with a red light spectrum, and image acquisition with a broad “white light”
spectrum, shaped to minimize sidelobes. Second, we develop a novel, Fourier transform-free,
software axial motion tracking algorithm with fast, magnetically actuated stage to maintain
near-optimal axial resolution and sensitivity in the presence of eye motion. Third, we
implement spatially dependent numerical dispersion compensation for the first time in the
human eye in vivo. In vivo human retinal OCT images clearly show that the inner plexiform
layer consists of 3 hyper-reflective bands and 2 hypo-reflective bands, corresponding with the
standard anatomical division of the IPL. Wavelength-dependent images of the outer retina
suggest that, beyond merely improving the axial resolution, shorter wavelength visible light
may also provide unique advantages for visualizing Bruch’s membrane.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
While optical coherence tomography (OCT) is the clinical standard for high axial resolution
imaging of retinal layers, important architectural features of the retina, which may play a role
in early eye disease, cannot yet be assessed by current OCT instruments.
First, in glaucoma [1], loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) [2,3] occurs along with
thinning of retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL), ganglion cell layer (GCL), and inner plexiform
layer (IPL), reflecting axonal, somatic, and dendritic losses, respectively. While somatic
(GCL) and axonal (RNFL) changes in glaucoma have been extensively studied with OCT,
there are comparatively few studies on dendritic changes in human glaucoma [4]. The IPL is a
layer of connections, where the dendrites of ganglion cells, axons of bipolar cells, and
processes of amacrine cells converge to form 5 nominal bands or strata [5]. The IPL is also
divided into on and off sublaminae [6–8], comprising the inner 3 and outer 2 bands,
respectively. Recent fundamental research [9–12] in various animal models of optic nerve
injury and hypertension [13] suggest that ganglion cell dendritic morphology changes early in
glaucoma, and these changes may be most predictive in the off sublamina. However, aside
from a few anecdotal reports [14,15], the in vivo visualization and quantification of IPL
sublaminae remains challenging due to insufficient axial resolution.
Second, in age-related macular degeneration (AMD) [16], the earliest signs of AMD are
assumed to be similar to changes observed histopathologically in older eyes [17]; namely,
diffuse thickening of Bruch’s membrane (BM) [17–19] and deposits in the retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE) basal lamina [20], the latter of which is considered one of the five layers of
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BM [21]. Discerning these two loci for deposits, in addition to a third subretinal locus for
drusenoid deposits in the RPE [22], requires exquisite micron-level depth resolution. The
ability to follow micron-scale disease processes in aging and early AMD in the human eye
could lead to a better understanding of pathophysiology [23], and reveal new biomarkers for
AMD progression [24]. However, even for high-end near infrared (NIR) OCT, direct
observations of BM as distinct from the RPE in a morphologically normal retina are anecdotal
[25–27].
Visible light OCT is an emerging technique that can perform structural and functional
retinal imaging [28–37]. For a given wavelength bandwidth, visible light OCT improves axial
image resolution compared to NIR OCT [38]. Recently ultrahigh axial resolution imaging
was demonstrated with a fiber-based spectral / Fourier domain visible light OCT system with
longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) correction [33], providing human retinal image
quality that exceeded NIR OCT in some respects. Here, to further improve image quality, we
incorporate a spectral shaping method to reduce sidelobes in the point spread function, to
better assess subtle reflectance differences. In addition, we propose and implement a novel
axial motion tracking algorithm to maintain optimal image sensitivity and resolution in the
presence of eye motion. In contrast to previous algorithms [39–41], our method does not
require a Fourier transform. We also implement spatially dependent dispersion compensation
[42] in the in vivo human retina to for the first time. With these improvements, our human
retinal images support the ability to clearly visualize the internal five-layered structure of the
IPL and the hypo-reflective space between Bruch’s membrane and the Retinal Pigment
Epithelium. Careful investigation of wavelength-dependent contrast in subband images
suggests that beyond just improving the resolution, shorter visible OCT wavelengths provide
key advantages for visualizing Bruch’s membrane.
2. Method
2.1 Visible light OCT system design for human imaging
A fiber-based, LCA-corrected spectral / Fourier domain visible light OCT for human retinal
imaging was built with a 156 MHz repetition rate, low noise, supercontinuum light source
(NKT Photonics EXU3) as shown in the Fig. 1(A). To reduce axial point spread function
(PSF) sidelobes and improve light safety margins, we developed a diffractive optical setup to
rapidly shape the spectrum (red box). In addition, we developed a novel axial motion tracking
algorithm, implemented in software, and incorporated a fast, magnetically actuated linear
translation stage in the reference arm to compensate axial eye motion (blue box). The rest of
the setup has been described previously [33,43]. Images from a single 38-year-old male
subject are shown, though similar results were confirmed in three additional subjects. All
procedures and protocols were approved by the UC Davis Institutional Review Board.
2.2 Rapid spectral shaping
In spectral / Fourier domain OCT, the system axial resolution is determined by the coherence
length of the light source, proportional to the ratio of center wavelength squared to the
wavelength bandwidth. For a modulated or truncated source spectrum, sidelobes in the axial
PSF degrade the image contrast. Here, we propose a new method that utilizes a grating light
valve spatial light modulator (GLV-SLM) to rapidly and precisely shape the supercontinuum
source spectrum.
The GLV-SLM (F1088, Silicon Light Machines, LLC) is a Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) device with free-standing silicon nitride micro-ribbons attached to the
surface of a silicon chip. The GLV-SLM has 1088 individual GLV pixels, with each pixel
consisting of 3 ‘active’ ribbons and 3 ‘bias’ ribbons. The ‘active’ ribbons in a pixel are
displaced, depending on the voltage applied to the pixel, to generate a square-well diffraction
grating. The amplitude of reflected incident light is thus attenuated in that pixel. The update
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rate of our deevice is 108 kHz.
k
We desig
gned a diffracttive optical settup (Fig. 1(A))), with a
beam-splitter relaying light to the spectrall filtering stagee. Broadband llight passes thrrough the
d the lens (L), which spectrallly disperses annd focuses on tthe GLV,
diffraction graating (DG) and
respectively. The reflected and
a shaped spectrum retracees its path from
m the GLV-SL
LM, being
t beam-splittter to the sou
urce arm of thhe OCT system
m. With this ssetup, the
reflected by the
source spectru
um can be rapiidly shaped or neutrally attennuated within a single axial sscan. The
large numberr of degrees off freedom of the
t GLV enab les compensatting modulatioons in the
supercontinuu
um spectrum.

Fig. 1.
1 (A) Fiber-based
d visible light sp
pectral / Fourier ddomain OCT systtem with spectrall
shapin
ng (red box) and axial
a
tracking (blu
ue box) for imaginng the human retinna. SPF: short passs
filter, LPF: long pass filter,
f
BS: beam splitter,
s
DG: diffraaction grating, L: lens, GLV-SLM::
gratin
ng light valve spaatial light modulator, M: mirror, F
FL: focusing lens,, PC: polarizationn
contro
oller, RC: reflective collimator, LS
SC: line-scan cam
mera, AL: achrom
matizing lens, DM:
dichro
oic mirror, NDF: neutral density fiilter, MTS: motorrized translational stage, FG: framee
grabber, AO: analog ou
utput. (B) The senssitivity roll-off (lefft) and the measureed axial resolutionn
(right)) of the system veersus depth. The sensitivity
s
roll-offf was ~5 dB and thhe measured axiall
resolu
ution was < 2.8 µm
m in air over the firrst half of the axiall imaging range.

2.3 Fourier transform-free
t
e axial motion
n tracking
Due to the cu
urved focal plaane in the specttrometer, the in
interference rolll-off at the eddge of the
source spectrrum is typicallly worse than
n the roll-off aat the central portion. Therrefore, in
addition to thee sensitivity ro
oll-off with dep
pth [44], the intterference specctrum envelopee narrows
at higher path
h length mismaatches, causing the axial resollution to also ddegrade with deepth [45].
While our sysstem has a nom
minal axial imaaging range off ~2.24 mm; reesolution and ssensitivity
are considered
d “near-optimaal” over only about
a
half this rrange [33,43]. Thus, we impplemented
axial tracking
g to maintain optimal resolu
ution and senssitivity by maiintaining an acceptable
optical path leength differencce in the presen
nce of eye motiion.
We developed a Fourieer transform-free approach, bbased on the iinsight that laarger path
f
oscillatio
ons in the specctral interferoggram (Fig. 2(A
A)). Thus, the ppath delay
delays cause faster
can be estim
mated from in
nterferogram decorrelation,
d
without needding a computtationally
expensive Fo
ourier transforrm. Instead off tracking thee axial positioon as in connventional
algorithms, we
w track the norrmalized autoco
orrelation of thhe spectral inteerference, definned as:

g1 (Δλ ) =

 1 ( Δλ )
G
.
1 (0) − G
 1, noisse (0)
G

(1)
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Here, Ĝ1 represents the estimated spectral interference autocorrelation as a function of
wavelength lag, which is estimated by averaging across interference spectra in an image
frame. For simplicity, we assume that the spectral samples have a uniform spacing of Δλ.
Conventional axial tracking requires resampling (~2N multiplies for linear interpolation),
Fourier transformation (N/2 log N multiplies), and centroid calculation (N/2 multiplies),
where N is the number of pixels on the camera. Our algorithm, as shown in Fig. 2(B),
requires N multiplies for G1(0) estimation and N-1 multiplies for G1(Δλ) estimation
(G1,noise(0) is estimated once at the beginning of the session and does not affect the tracking
algorithm complexity). The shorter computation time results in reduced latency, which is
essential for tracking.
Qualitatively, we expect that larger path delays will cause faster oscillations in the spectral
interferogram, Sint(λ), which leads to more decorrelation for a given Δλ. In the case uniform k
(wavenumber) sampling (i.e., neglecting nonlinear sampling in k), we can derive a direct
analytic expression for the spectral interference autocorrelation G1(k) in terms of the complex
OCT signal s(z). First, G1(0) = Sint(k)S*int(k)dk/2π = s(z)s*(z)dz = |s(z)|2dz is the integral of
the power spectrum. Note that G1(0) is the energy in the interference spectrum, which is
identical to the energy in the Fourier transform, by Parseval’s theorem [46]. Also, G1(Δk) =
Sint(k + Δk)S*int(k)dk/2π = s(z)s*(z)e-i2Δkzdz = 20∞|s(z)|2cos(2Δkz)dz, since s(z) = s*(-z) by
conjugate symmetry. Thus, for a single reflector located at z = z0, g1(Δk) = G1(Δk)/G1(0) =
cos(2Δkz0). Note that in this simple example, if Δk is the sampling interval, g1(Δk) = 1 for z0
= 0, g1(Δk) = 0 for z0 = π/4Δk (½ of the axial imaging range), and g1(Δk) = −1 for z0 = π/2Δk
(the end of the axial imaging range). For uniform λ sampling (nonlinear sampling in k),
g1(Δλ) is similarly expected to decrease monotonically with increasing path delay, as shown
experimentally in Fig. 2(B).
Our axial tracking algorithm is shown in Fig. 2(C). The computational simplicity results
in reduced software latency, which is critical for good tracking performance. We incorporated
a magnetically actuated stage (V-522, Physik Instrumente) with a maximum speed of 250
mm/s and 0.32 ms mechanical latency in the reference arm to track axial eye motion. The
noise threshold was determined as the estimated “background” level, Ĝ1,noise(0), multiplied by
a constant, chosen empirically to avoid tracking during blinks while still tracking under low
signal conditions. The input voltage was incremented proportional to g1(Δλ) - g1,t, where the
constant of proportionality was empirically determined and g1,t ≈ 0.8. The axial motion
tracking algorithm was written in a C language dynamically linked library, called by Labview
software, and the voltage control was achieved by an analog output on the PCIe-DAQ (6353,
National Instruments).
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Fig. 2.
2 Computationally
y simple axial traccking algorithm baased on analysis oof the interferencee
spectrrum. (A) Interfereence spectrum cap
ptured by the speectrometer at diffferent path lengthh
mismaatches. (B) The no
ormalized autocorrrelation, g1, of the interference specttrum as a functionn
of lag
g, in units of Δλ, representing the wavelength shift corresponding to one spectrometerr
pixel. Note that the smaaller path difference has a slower deecay rate, and the decay rate can bee
mined from the normalized autocorrrelation at a singgle lag. (C) The w
workflow of axiall
determ
motion tracking, based on the backgroun
nd noise-correctedd, normalized autoocorrelation. Notee
that th
his algorithm does not require a Fourrier transform.

2.4 Novel sa
afe and light efficient
e
scann
ning protocolss with dynamiic spectral shaping
To minimize light exposuree, we custom designed
d
our hhome-built OC
CT Labview accquisition
h alignment mo
ode and acquissition mode. A
Alignment modee provides low
w incident
software with
power of ~0.0
01-0.02 mW at
a the cornea, yielding
y
real-tim
me images witth sufficient coontrast to
optimize alig
gnment. The beam diametter at the coornea was 1..6 mm. To m
minimize
photochemicaal hazard, shortter wavelength
hs should be ussed only if neccessary for resoolution or
functional con
ntrast. Thus, in
n addition to lo
owering powerr, we used our shaping setupp to shape
the spectrum to longer waavelengths (600
0 nm – 650 nnm) for alignm
ment. Subsequuently we
pectrum to a brroader bandwidth (475 nm – 650 nm), witth an incident power of
shaped the sp
0.08 mW, forr image acquisiition. Both cro
oss-sectional xyy and en face vviews were avvailable to
the operator during
d
the alig
gnment. Thesee advances rennder visible ligght OCT scannning both
safer and morre comfortable for human retiinal imaging.
2.5 Continuo
ous small volu
ume scanning
g protocol
Visualization of IPL laminaation presents very specific challenges annd thus requirees careful
t hypo-reflecctive bands aree on the order of ~10%
optimization. The reflectancce contrast of the
t the hyper-reeflective bandss in the IPL. A
As multiple baackscattering neurites in
with respect to
the IPL are ex
xpected to be present
p
within the coherencee volume, the aassumption of Gaussian
statistics and
d fully developed speckle is
i reasonable for the compplex field witthin each
sublamina off the IPL. Giv
ven that the sp
peckle contrastt (standard deeviation divideed by the
y developed sp
peckle is 100%
%, lamination iss not visible inn individual im
mages, and
mean) of fully
averaging is required
r
to red
duce speckle. We
W developed a continuous small volume scanning
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protocol to generate a single cross-sectional image. In this protocol, we acquire consecutive
volumes displaced along the fast (x) axis, where each volume contains multiple frames along
the slow (y) axis. The spacing between frames along the y axis should be sufficiently large to
ensure independent speckle averaging, but sufficiently small to avoid significant variations in
retinal morphology. Our protocol included 13 consecutive volumes, consisting of 20 frames
with 168 axial scans each per volume (10 kHz axial scan rate), where each frame was spaced
by 2.5 µm along the slow axis. The field-of-view is ~2.6 mm along the fast axis and ~50 µm
along the slow axis. Standard image reconstruction [45] with spatially-dependent dispersion
compensation [42] is applied to all images. Then, two successive motion corrections are
applied to generate the whole cross-section image. First, we estimate (via cross-correlation)
and correct the axial eye motion in each volume individually and average over the multiple
frames in a volume. Next, the axial motion between volumes is corrected, and then all the
volumes are combined to generate one cross-sectional image.
3. Results
3.1 Rapid spectral shaping and performance comparisons
As shown in Fig. 3(A), our shaping setup enabled optimizing spectra for different tasks, such
as ultrahigh resolution (UHR) imaging and alignment. The black curve is the original UHR
spectrum from the light source. The yellow curve is the alignment spectrum (a Hamming
function spectrum centered at 625 nm) for subject alignment to reduce bleaching, improve
patient comfort, and reduce photochemical effects. The alignment spectrum reduces retinal
luminous exposure by ~40% relative to the original spectrum with approximately equivalent
power. Once aligned, the alignment spectrum is replaced by the shaped UHR imaging
spectrum (orange curve) with 562.5 nm center wavelength and 110 nm full-width-at-halfmaximum (FWHM) bandwidth for image acquisition.
To evaluate shaping, we compared the axial point spread functions (PSFs) of the original
UHR spectrum and the shaped UHR spectrum (Fig. 3(B)). The original spectrum was
attenuated to have the same power as the shaped spectrum (to approximately maintain
sensitivity). The PSFs were calculated as the Fourier transform of the interference spectra
between sample and reference mirrors and processed by conventional OCT processing (resampling and dispersion compensation). The PSF acquired with the shaped spectrum
demonstrates better sidelobe supression.
To examine effects of shaping in vivo, human UHR retinal imaging was performed (Fig.
3(C)). The left image was acquired with the shaped imaging spectrum, whereas the right
image was acquired with the original spectrum. The original spectrum was attenuated to have
the same power as the shaped imaging spectrum (to approximately maintain sensitivity), and
the spectrum was switched during the acquisition (<10 microsecond switching time), ensuring
near simultaneity. The middle figures are zooms of selected areas, showing reduced sidelobes
in the shaped imaging spectrum image (orange box) compared to the original spectrum image
(blue box). Importantly, when a digital post-processing method was applied instead to the
original spectrum image to shape the spectrum, the reduction in sidelobes was accompanied
by a 2 dB penalty in signal-to-noise ratio.
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Fig. 3. Performance of spectral shaping. (A)
( Original specttrum (black) and sshaped spectra, forr
UHR imaging (orange)) and subject align
nment (yellow). T
The spectral shapinng setup was alsoo
t neutrally attenuaate the original speectrum (dotted bluue) to the same expposure level as thee
used to
shaped imaging spectru
um, to provide a faair point spread fuunction (PSF) com
mparison. (B) UHR
R
PSFs for both the original (dotted blue)) and the shaped (orange) spectrum
m with suppressedd
sidelo
obes. (C) In vivo UHR
U
human retin
nal images demonnstrate the benefitts of shaping. Thee
imagees are from conseecutive frames in the same data seet, where the specctrum was rapidlyy
switch
hed between framees to minimize mo
otion artifacts and pprovide a fair com
mparison.

3.2 Axial trac
cking perform
mance
Characterizatiion of axial mo
otion tracking on a model eyye is presentedd in Fig. 4. Performance
was tested wiith a scan protocol of repeaated frames at a 10 kHz axiaal scan rate annd 48 Hz
frame rate wiith ~190 axial scans per fram
me. The model eye consistedd of a 25 mm bbi-convex
lens with a paper target in the focal plane. Different sttages were empployed in the reference
he first motorizzed stage (Z8255B, Thorlabs) was used
arm to inducee and compensaate motion. Th
to generate orr induce movem
ment, where th
he magneticallyy actuated stagge was controllled by the
tracking systeem (Fig. 1(A)) to compensatee the induced m
motion. In Figg. 4(A)-(C), thee induced
movement is approximately
y a periodic triaangle with 0.1 mm/s speed aand an amplituude of 0.5
d motion can be compensaated with low standard
mm. Our ressults show thaat the induced
deviation. In Fig. 4(C), histograms of disp
placements relaative to the meean position arre shown.
s
micron
n RMS errors are shown for liinear translatioon speeds up too 2 mm/s.
In Fig. 4(D), sub-10
Though axial tracking was sufficient
s
to maaintain an nearr-optimal path length differennce in the
presence of eye
e motion, add
ditional motion
n correction w
was still neededd in post-proceessing, to
correct for miicron-scale drifft as well as inttraframe motioon.
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Fig. 4.
4 Characterization
n of axial motion tracking
t
for a moddel eye with inducced motion duringg
repeatted imaging at a 48 Hz frame rate. (A). Axial scans frrom a single locatiion in the frame inn
the model
m
eye with ind
duced reference movement
m
(0.1 mm
mm/s periodic trianngle with 0.5 mm
m
amplitude). Images reprresent different sceenarios: with induuced movement andd without trackingg
(On-O
Off); with induced movement and with tracking (On-O
On); without inducced movement andd
with tracking
t
(Off-On); without induced movement
m
and wiithout tracking (Offf-Off). (B-C) Thee
displaacements (determined by analysis of
o the OCT imagee time series) dem
monstrate that thee
motion can be tracked over
o
a period of tim
me with a standarrd deviation of 3.55 microns. (D) Thee
root mean
m
squared (RM
MS) errors of thee sample positionss relative to the m
mean position forr
differeent induced linear movement speedss with tracking.

Fig. 5.
5 Visible light OC
CT image with sp
patially dependentt (A) and spatiallyy independent (B))
disperrsion compensatio
on. While the spatiially independent method can perfoorm comparably too
the sp
patially dependentt method at a partticular image locaation (C,F), the sppatially dependentt
metho
od optimizes imag
ge sharpness at alll locations (D,E),, whereas the spat
atially independentt
metho
od does not (G,H), enabling more consistent and cleaar visualization off lamination acrosss
the inn
ner plexiform layeer (IPL) and outer plexiform layer (O
OPL). A depth-deppendent grayscale,,
transittioning in the outeer nuclear layer (O
ONL), simultaneoously highlights reelevant contrast inn
both the
t inner and outerr retina.
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3.3 Spatially
y dependent dispersion
d
com
mpensation in
n the human rretina
We next com
mpared our reccently-reported
d [42] spatiallyy dependent diispersion comppensation
method (Fig. 5(A)) againstt a standard method
m
(Fig. 55(B)) which ccompensates ddepth and
dent dispersion
n up to third-orrder. The tempporal edge of thhe retinal
transverse possition independ
image is ~3.4
4° from the fov
vea. A side-by
y-side comparisson illustrates that while thee spatially
independent method can achieve comp
parable image quality at a single positiion (Fig.
i incapable of optimizing image
i
quality at all positionns simultaneouusly (Fig.
5(C),(F)), it is
5(G)-(H)), and the spatially dependent metthod is neededd (Fig. 5(D)-(E))).

Fig. 6.
6 Inner retinal morphometry
m
and lamination in thee inner plexiform layer (IPL) withh
visiblee light OCT. (A) The
T average linearr signal intensity pprofile of the inneer retina. The solidd
black line is the mean
n value over a 1..5 mm field-of-viiew, while the grray shaded regionn
indicaates the standard deviation over ~0
0.15 mm transverrse regions. (B) IIPL lamination iss
clearly
y visualized, witth statistically sig
gnificant differencces in reflectivityy between bandss
(ANO
OVA with Tukey’’s Honest Significcant Difference). (C) To account for IPL thicknesss
chang
ges over the 2.6 mm field-of-view
w, the normalizeed intensity is pllotted versus IPL
L
thickn
ness percentage. The
T on sublamina (green)
(
exhibits deeeper troughs in bband 4 than the offf
sublam
mina (red) does in band 2. (D) Ass the IPL thickneess changes, the oouter 2 bands (offf
sublam
mina) and inner 3 bands
b
(on sublamiina) appear to channge in proportion.

3.4 Inner rettinal imaging and
a morphom
metry
After optimizzing dispersion
n compensation
n in visible ligght OCT, we pproceeded to innvestigate
IPL laminatio
on. The linear signal
s
intensity
y profile (meann ± standard deeviation over ~
~0.15 mm
transverse reg
gions across a 1.5 mm fieeld-of-view) inn Fig. 6(A) illlustrates that a hyporeflective ban
nd (4) is resolveed in the IPL on
o sublamina bbetween two hyyper-reflectivee bands (3
& 5). The refflectance of thiis band lies app
proximately m
midway betweeen the reflectannce of the
ganglion cell layer and that of the rest of the
t inner plexiiform layer. Ouur preliminary data also
he off sublamin
na includes a second
s
hypo-reeflective band (2) as well ass a hypershows that th
reflective ban
nd at the outerr IPL edge (1). To generatee reflectivity ddata for each band we
background-ccorrected and normalized eaach axial scann to its median IPL intenssity, then
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averaged over non-overlapp
ping ~0.15 mm
m transverse reegions along tthe fast axis. T
The mean
and standard error (across regions) for each band aree shown in Fiig. 6(B) with p values
b one-way ANOVA
A
with Tukey’s Honnest Significannt Difference test. An
determined by
alternative method
m
of disp
playing IPL signal versus thhe IPL thicknness percentagge is also
presented in Fig.
F 6(C), whicch accounts forr proportional cchanges in the band thicknesses as the
IPL thicknesss varies across the
t field-of-vieew (Fig. 6(D))..
3.5 Wavelen
ngth-dependent contrast
Spatially dependent disperssion compensaation also enabbled highly acccurate investigation of
dependent contrrast in visible light OCT. Fiigure 7 shows subband imagges of the
wavelength-d
outer retina, each
e
in the truee color of the subband
s
centerr wavelength. E
Each subband spectrum
was shaped to
t achieve an
n identical shaape in wavenuumber (k); thu
hus the waveleength (λ)
bandwidths in
ncrease quadrratically with center waveleength. Each of the subbandd images,
calculated by Fourier transfformation of su
ubband interferrence spectra, provides identtical axial
n of the outer retinal
r
morphoology in the suubband imagess suggests
resolution. Cllose inspection
that BM visib
bility increases markedly at sh
horter wavelenngths, with a gaap between BM
M and the
RPE (white arrow)
a
emergin
ng at shorter visible
v
wavelenngths (Fig. 7),, though the thheoretical
axial resolutio
on does not chaange. On the co
ontrary, visibillity of IPL lam
mination does nnot appear
to change sign
nificantly with wavelength (F
Fig. 8).

Fig. 7.
7 True color subbaand images of the outer retina with identical axial ressolutions, obtainedd
via diigital spectral shaaping. Axial line profiles were gennerated from flatteened images withh
backg
ground correction and normalizatio
on proximal to thhe RPE. Note thhat the separationn
betweeen the hyper-refleective Bruch’s meembrane (BM) baand and the hyperr-reflective retinall
pigmeent epithelium (RP
PE) band improvess markedly at short
rter wavelengths.
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Fig. 8.
8 True color subband images of the
t inner plexiforrm layer (IPL) wiith identical axiall
resolu
utions, obtained via
v digital spectraal shaping. Axial line profiles werre generated from
m
flatten
ned images with background correcttion and normalizaation proximal to the IPL. Note thatt
the IP
PL lamination con
ntrast remains roug
ghly the same acrooss wavelengths, particularly in thee
on sub
blamina.

4. Discussio
on
In this work, we incorporaated rapid specctral shaping, axial motion tracking, and spatially
prove the qualiity of visible liight OCT hum
man retinal
dependent disspersion compeensation to imp
images.
r
demonsstrate the abilitty to image thee internal structture of the IPL
L vis-à-vis
First, our results
reflectivity. The
T 3 hyper-reflective bands and 2 hypo-reeflective bands observed witth visible
light OCT corrrespond well with the standard anatomicall division of thhe IPL into 5 laayers [5].
Synapse denssity or neurite orientation, sizze, and densityy, which vary across sublam
minae [5],
may generatee this reflectiviity contrast. Broadly, experim
mental animall studies [9–122] predict
that the intern
nal dendritic morphology
m
off ganglion cellss and possiblyy their synapticc partners
change in earrly glaucoma, and more speecifically, that these changess might be earrliest and
most predictiive in the offf sublamina. Our preliminnary results suuggest IPL ssublamina
thickness, refflectivity, and contrast
c
(the vaariation betweeen layers) as ppotential biomaarkers for
these early su
ubtle morpholo
ogical changes. Our accuratee subband imagge comparisonn, enabled
by the correcttion of spatiallly dependent dispersion
d
[42] , reveals that IIPL laminationn contrast
is similar acro
oss the visible light
l
OCT specctrum in the onn sublamina (F
Fig. 8).
Second, our
o results co
onfirm and ex
xpand upon tthe surprisingg finding that Bruch’s
membrane is clearly and consistently visu
ualized with vissible light OCT
T [33]. We asssume that
d comprises th
he inner collagenous layer (ICL), elastic layer (EL), aand outer
the BM band
collagenous layer (OCL), which
w
are high
hly scattering. T
The hypo-refleective space abbove BM
ould correspon
nd to the RPE bbasal lamina ((BL) and the bbasal RPE
and below thee RPE then wo
cell body which
w
containss fewer melan
nosomes. Thee hyper-reflecttive RPE bannd likely
corresponds to
t melanosom
mes localized in
i the apical RPE. Our acccurate subbannd image
comparison (Fig.
(
7) revealled that the hy
ypo-reflective space above the BM bandd is more
prominent at shorter visible light OCT wavelengths.
w
R
Regardless of the reason, ouur results
w
im
mprove BM vvisualization thhrough a
suggest that shorter visiblee light OCT wavelengths
hat is independ
dent of axial resolution.
r
Connsistent with tthis finding, a previous
mechanism th
NIR OCT stu
udy with a stateed resolution comparable
c
to ours reported IIPL laminationn, but did
not clearly visualize
v
BM [15].
[
In furtheer support of this finding, we observed a similar
improvement in BM visibillity at shorter visibility wavvelengths in piigmented micee, but not
hown). Whilee further inveestigation is required, mellanosome
albino mice (data not sh
nd shadowing may
m contributee to this intriguuing result.
attenuation an
Finally, in
n this study, thee incident power at the corneaa was ~50x lesss than commercial NIR
OCT during alignment,
a
and ~10x than com
mmercial NIR OCT during aacquisition. Futture work
will investigaate the ability of our shapin
ng method inccrease the pow
wer and axial scan rate
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during acquisition, while still maintaining an acceptable margin of safety relative to thermal
and photochemical hazards. Pending assessment of repeatability and reproducibility, visible
light OCT imaging of the inner and outer retina may help to assess the earliest putative
changes in both glaucoma and AMD.
5. Conclusion
In this work, several technical advances were implemented to improve the performance of
visible light OCT in the human retina. Images revealed both inner plexiform layer lamination
and a clear hypo-reflective space between Bruch's membrane (BM) and the retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE). Spatially dependent dispersion compensation enabled precise investigation
of wavelength-dependent contrast within individual subband images with identical axial
resolution. The outer retinal contrast improved dramatically at shorter wavelengths, while the
inner plexiform layer contrast showed no obvious improvement. These observations suggest
that the IPL visualization is mainly improved by the axial resolution, whereas the
improvement in BM visualization is further aided by the shorter visible wavelengths.
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